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Short Term Rentals (STRs) Ban
Why All Residents Should Care About What Just Happened
On May 1, 2017 the City Council voted to ban STRs by a 4-1 vote as follows:

BAN SHORT TERM RENTALS ALLOW SHORT TERM RENTALS
Dave Druker Terry Sinnott
Ellen Haviland
Sherryl Parks
Dwight Worden

No skin in the game? Please keep reading.

You can be neutral, in favor or against STRs – that is your right. The cause for concern should be the 
manner in which 4 members of the City Council came to their decision. What information did they rely 
on?

Are STRs an increased cause of community nuisance complaints?
In the absence of City Council providing factual data on STRs, Moving Del Mar Forward felt it 
necessary to research the issue so the facts would be known. The research consisted of public 
records requests submitted to the City of Del Mar as well as the San Diego County Sheriff. In addition, 
MDF commissioned the Sheriff’s Analytics Division to provide a customized report regarding specific 
types of calls made by the Sheriff over the past 4 years. All the below data was shared with City 
Council prior to their decision. 

So what are the facts?
STR City of Del Mar Complaint Hotline:
From January 2014 - February 2017  
≈ There were 0 STR calls to the hotline.

The City of Del Mar General Nuisance Cases: 
From January 2014 - February 2017 the City received 58 general nuisance complaints.

• Top 4 types of nuisance complaints:

TYPE RESIDENTIAL STR
Barking dogs: 24 0
Noise (amplified music): 7 0
Nuisance (animal): 5 0
Noise (house party): 4 0
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≈ In the past 3+ years there have been 2 general nuisance cases related to STRs

• October 17, 2016: Noise from child’s afternoon birthday party

• January 22, 2016: Parking

San Diego County Sheriff:
From March 1, 2013 - March 1, 2017 (4 years) Sheriff responded to 517 residential calls.

• Top 4 types of residential calls

TYPE RESIDENTIAL STR
Disturbance/Party: 88 2
Illegal Parking: 82 1
Disturbance, Noise: 69 3
Disturbance, Argument: 65 1

≈ In the past 4 years, of the 517 calls, 17 related to STRs (3%).

Did City Council ignore data before claiming STRs are disruptive to neighborhoods? Yes

Del Mar’s Community Plan and Community Input Should Matter
The Zoning Ordinance is unclear on the issue of STRs. The City Council must interpret an unclear 
ordinance by looking at relevant information apart from the Zoning Ordinance. The most relevant 
information is our Community Plan as it is our “constitution” and the foundation that all ordinances 
are based on. California law dictates our Zoning Ordinance must be consistent with our Community 
Plan. When the Community Plan was drafted, houses were rented out on a weekly or longer period as 
vacation or racing rentals like todays STRs.

In its STR deliberations, did 4 City Council Members consider the intent of Community Plan authors 
regarding vacation rentals? 

Five members of the original 1974 Community Plan Task Force spoke or submitted letters to our City 
Council. These members shared it was not their intent to ban vacation rentals (now known as STRs) 
and the Community Plan should not be interpreted as such. The 1974 Land Use Subcommittee voted 
to reject language of “discouraging” such “transient housing” (STR). A subcommittee member spoke 
to the City Council confirming that fact. Despite this evidence showing intent, 4 City Council members 
chose to self-interpret the intent of the Community Plan.

Dave Druker stated the City Council received more letters in favor of STRs than against. So in banning 
STRs, did 4 City Council members put “residents first” by factoring in the majority of residents’ position 
favoring STRs?

Bringing it home…
So why should you care? The City Council will soon be making decisions regarding additional 
regulations and restrictions that involve property rights. If the City Council follows the same process 
they used in banning STRs, if they ignore the Community Plan, if they ignore the input of a majority of 
residents in favor of a few insider residents, if they fail to collect facts to justify any decision or ignore 
facts that don’t support their decision, then your property rights can be taken away without any 
justification. And that is why you should care.

Thanks for sticking with it!

Editorial Staff, Volunteers of MDF


